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Triple Glazed Glass Doors

Three layers of glass in the oven door maintain the internal 
temperature more effi ciently while keeping the external door 
temperature safer to touch. Most ovens now come with a full 
width inner door glass, making cleaning easier.

Twin Safety Cut Out Switches

All Baumatic ovens have two safety switches. If the oven 
exceeds the recommended temperature, the safety switch 
will automatically cut the power off.

Pyrolytic Cleaning and Wipe Clean Enamel Interior

To aid the cleaning process Baumatic have true self-cleaning 
ovens whereby you select the Pyrolitic function that enables 
the ovens to reach 500 C.  This temperature is sustained 
during a period of 90 minutes allowing any emissions 
produced during everyday cooking to be burnt to ashes.  

These ash deposits can be easily wiped clean from the non 
porous oven enamel with a soft damp cloth once the oven 
has cooled down. Baumatic have designed oven doors that 
lock automatically during this process, in order to ensure 
your safety.

Cavity Cooling and Cool Door System

An  inbuilt cooling fan circulates air around the oven to 
maintain safe surface temperatures and protect cabinets 
from heat damage. This fan works to ensure that the inside 
of your oven and control panel do not overheat. Even after 
you have finished cooking, the cooling fan will continue to 
work until the temperature reaches a safe level.

On certain models the cavity cooling is coupled with the 
cool door system in which the inbuilt cooling fan circulates 
air around the oven and through the door.

OVENS - PERFORMANCE & SAFETY FEATURES

Electronic Control and Program Timer

Some Baumatic ovens are enhanced with an electronic control 
system utilising electronic thermostats and temperature 
displays.

All Baumatic ovens are equipped with an electronic fully 
programmable LED clock with digital display.  The advantage 
of these LED clocks whilst displaying the time continuously 
is the ability to operate the clock as a timer while cooking 
and in addition offer the convenience of fully programming 
your oven to turn on and off to have your meal ready any 
time of the day.

Class A Energy Efficiency

Here at Baumatic we take caring for the environment very 
seriously. This is why Baumatic ensures that our ovens are 
of the highest standard of energy efficiency.

The European Union enforce energy ratings for all upright 
cookers and inbuilt ovens, the highest energy effi ciency 
rating attainable is Class A. All Baumatic upright cookers 
and inbuilt ovens have been tested and have received the 
Class A energy rating.

Removable Door, Side Racks and Roof Liners
In order to make our ovens easier to maintain, Baumatic 
have developed oven doors with superior hinging that can 
be easily detached without the aid of any tool. 

Additionally the removable roof liner above the upper 
element that protects the top of the cavity from cooking 
splashes can smoothly slide out to be easily and 
conveniently cleaned at the sink.

Baumatic ovens incorporating the chromed steel side 
shelf holders and racks can also be removed with ease 
allowing you to fully wipe over the interior enamel of your 
oven efficiently.

Mark Free Stainless Steel 

Touch the Baumatic oven and you will immediately see how 
it will leave a lasting impression of a different kind.  Your 
fi ngermarks will not be left behind on the oven emphasizing 
the wonderful advantage of this mark free stainless steel 
fi nish on all Baumatic ovens.

Cleaning will become an easy wipe over action rather 
than a tedious effort of continuous polishing to create that 
lasting shine.

Mulltifunction Cooking System

All Baumatic ovens have been designed to deliver 
optimum cooking results. Multifunction cooking gives you 
the flexibility to choose the right function that best suits 
your recipes. Baumatic ovens give you up to 12 different 
cooking functions, from a sunday roast to a sweet souffl é, 
the fl exibility of our ovens and upright cookers will truly 
make your cooking world class.



Cast-iron Pan Supports

The innovative design of these strong pan supports was 
inspired by a special study on the efficiency of professional 
kitchen appliances. Researchers found that heat can be 
more evenly distributed if you provide greater stability to 
the base of a saucepan. 

Under-knob Automatic Ignition

In order to make the use of our products even easier, 
Baumatic have made sure that you only have to press down 
and turn the control knob for the hob to ignite. This simple way 
of igniting means that you do not have to fiddle with any extra 
buttons or waste time looking for matches.

Flame Failure Safety System

Thanks to Baumatic, you can enjoy complete peace of 
mind whilst you cook. Our flame failure safety system 
automatically cuts the gas supply should the flame be 
extinguished because of a strong current of air or liquid 
spillage. In effect, because we have devoted our time to 
ensuring your safety, you can devote your time to simply 
enjoying yourself in the kitchen.   

Electric Ceramic Cooktops

Baumatic ceramic cooktops are built with advanced 
technology that delivers fast cooking results for the 
electric market. Gone are the days when electric cooktop 
style cooking is slow and unresponsive. From a powerful 
2700 watts through to a finer simmering power, Baumatic‘s 
ceramic electric cooktops heat up in a matter of seconds. 

Touch-sensitive Control Panel

You will notice the design and layout of the controls makes 
operating our ceramic cooktops easy. Whilst the touch 
control system is simple and effective to use, it also offers 
the convenience of keeping the surface clean because 
there are no control knobs.

COOKTOPS - PERFORMANCE & SAFETY FEATURES

Child Safety

Simply by gently pushing the lock keys on our ceramic 
cooktops, you can prevent the controls from being 
inadvertently adjusted by any member of the family.  In 
order to make our appliances even safer, our residual heat 
indicators remain on until the temperature on the cooking 
zone has dropped below 50°C. 

Induction - an Innovative Way to Cook

Using an induction cooktop is a truly unique and revolutionary 
way to cook. Induction cooking is not like traditional cooking 
methods that rely on the surface of the hob that gets heated 
by either gas or electric burners, which then heats the 
cooking utensil. Under the surface of the induction hob are 
generators. These generators send high frequency currents 
through the glass surface into the cooking utensil when 
placed onto the hob. These magnetic currents then heat up 
the pan directly inside, not the surface of the hob. 

Induction cooktops thus are the most safest cooking appliance 
on the market today. In fact you could cook a stir fry and 
place a tea towel under the wok and it would not catch on 
fire. Not only is induction the safest cooking method, it is the 
most energy efficient. Finally the performance of induction is 
unmatchable. It will cook faster then any other heat source 
available and has impeccable control. From a boil to the 
finest simmer in literally seconds. Induction gives you total 
control at your fingertips.

Booster Function

Induction means that you do not have to pre-heat the zones. 
This is because it is the pan itself which heats and not the 
zone that transmits heat. Thanks to the booster function 
which steadily increases performance, the temperature 
rises even more quickly. You can get a pot of boiling water 
in no time!

One Piece Cooktop Surface

Pressed from a single sheet of stainless steel, the Baumatic 
gas cooktop features a seamless one-piece hob design with 
built-in skirts and conveniently located front controls making it 
aesthetically appealing, user friendly and easy to clean.

High Powered Wok Burner

All Baumatic gas cooktops feature the new 16 MJ high powered 
triple fl ame wok burner. For total control, this new wok burner 
is dual controlled to enable you to operate the  powerful fl ame 
right down to the fi nest simmer for delicate cooking.
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Auto Cook

Making life easier in the kitchen for you, all Baumatic 
microwave ovens include an auto cook feature. Simply select 
the food type, there are 14 to choose from, add the weight 
and then press start. The microwave will then calculate the 
suitable time and power level for optimum cooking results. 

Microwave Grill

As we have highlighted your Baumatic microwave can do 
more then just heat up your food. The grill function will 
enhance the final result of food being reheated by keeping 
food crisp. Ideal for reheating pastries by selecting the grill 
option combined with microwave heating. 
 

Convection Cooking

Further to the grill function, some of our Baumatic 
microwaves have a combination cooking ability. This 
turns the microwave into a convection oven that can bake 
and roast meat, casseroles and vegetables additional to 
your main oven. The microwave utilises a special heating 
element and fan system to do so. 

RANGEHOOD, MICROWAVE & DISHWASHER FEATURES

Quiet Operation

All of our Rangehoods have quiet operation. Even when 
they are used at maximum power, the noise level is 
considerably low and never exceeds 62 dB (approximately 
normal conversation level). This means that you can cook in 
a peaceful environment and still know that your rangehood 
is effectively eliminating odours.

Metallic Grease Filter Cleaning Timer

Some Baumatic Rangehoods come with a lamp which 
signals when it is necessary to clean the grease filters. By 
helping you to remember to clean your appliance, this lamp 
will ensure that your hood continues to run at optimum levels 
of performance. 

Lighting

Baumatic Rangehoods offer a variety of lighting options to 
suit all preferences. Halogen lighting is strategically placed 
on our Rangehoods to effectively lighten up the working 
area. These low voltage halogens produce a sharp, bright 
light to ensure a safe working environment. Alternatively 
some Baumatic Rangehood models offer white neon 
lighting that produce a fresh, crisp light to the cooking area 
that is efficient to run.

Extraction or Recirculating

All Baumatic Rangehoods are ready to operate as a ducted 
appliance. Baumatic highly recommends this type of 
installation for the most effective operation of your Baumatic 
rangehood. If for some reason you cannot duct your hood to 
atmosphere, a carbon filter/s can be purchased to fit to your 
hood, which will help eliminate odours and thus allow you to 
recirculate the air back into the kitchen. 

Dishwashers with Concealed Heating Elements

In order to protect your fragile dishes from calcite, Baumatic 
have placed the heating element outside of the inner 
section of the dishwasher. This ensures that there can 
be no accidental contact between the items that you are 
washing and the heating element.

Anti-flooding and Anti-leakage

Baumatic have minimized the risk of leaks and flooding by 
equipping all our dishwashers with a first-class protection 
system. This system will prevent the appliance from leaking 
in your home. 

Adjustable Baskets 

Our appliance designers have ensured that you can utilise 
the space inside your dishwasher as effective as possible. 
This means you can stack more in and the basket system 
is flexible enough to suit the many types of dishes needing 
to be cleaned. One of our new features is to enable you to 
adjust the top basket in seconds with our new easy to adjust 
handle system. Simply lift the handles on each side to adjust 
the top basket up or down. A very convenient feature that will 
save you time. 
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Light
Separate light control allows light to be switched on 
even when the oven is off.

Top element only
This method of cooking uses the outer part of the top 
element to direct heat downwards onto the food. For gentle 
cooking, browning or keeping cooked dishes warm.

Lower element only
This method of cooking uses the lower element to 
direct heat upward to the food. For slow cooking 
recipes or for warming up meals.

Convention oven
This method of cooking provides traditional cooking with 
heat from the top and lower elements. Particularly suitable 
for roasting and baking on one shelf only.

Half grill
This cooking method is normal grilling utilising the 
inner part only of the top element, which directs 
heat downward onto the food. Suitable for grilling 
small portions of bacon, toast, meat, etc.

Full grill
This cooking method is normal grilling utilising the inner and 
outer part of the top element, which directs heat downwards 
onto the food. Suitable for grilling medium or large portions 
of sausages, bacon, steaks, fi sh, etc.

Fan forced
This method of cooking uses the circular element 
while the heat is distributed by the fan, resulting in 
a faster and more economical operation. Cooking 
with the fan on allows different kinds of food to be 
cooked simultaneously on different shelves.

Fan & lower element
This method of cooking uses the bottom element only 
while the fan is circulating the heat. For delicate dishes and 
heating pre-cooked food. It is also for sterilising preserving 
jars.

Fan assisted
This method of cooking provides traditional 
cooking with heat from the top and the lower 
element, plus the use of circulation fan to ensure 
an even distribution of the heat. Suitable for light 
and delicate baking such as pastries.

Fan & grill
This method of grilling uses the top element in conjunction 
with the fan to help a fast circulation of heat. Suitable where 
quick browning is required and sealing the juices in such as  
steaks, hamburgers, some vegetables, etc.

COOKING FUNCTIONS

Grill & rotisserie
Please check your model number to establish if the 
rotisserie accessory is supplied. This function will 
operate the rotisserie as well as the grill and the fan 
simultaneously. Best for quick browning and even 
roasting.

Defrost
The fan runs without heat to reduce the defrosting time 
of frozen foods. The time required to defrost the food 
will depend on the room temperature, the quantity 
and type of food. Always check food packaging for 
instructions.

Full grill & rotisserie
Please check your model number to establish if the 
rotisserie accessory is supplied. This function will 
operate the rotisserie as well as the grill simultaneously 
giving a moderate to strong heat. Best for whole 
chickens, kebabs, and speed roasts.

Pizza function
This method of cooking uses the lower and circular 
element while the heat is distributed by the fan 
reproducing the same conditions of traditional clay 
wood-fi re stoves.
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PRH – Preheating
This function uses the grill, the lower element and fan. 
It is intended for preheating the oven in a faster time 
up to 210°C.





BAO6001-P

BAO6005-P

BAO6003-P

BAO6009-P

9 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Pyrolytic auto clean system
Superior quality enamel interior
LED temperature display
LED 24hr program timer
Quadruple glazed door
Safety door locking mechanism for pyrolytic cleaning
Easy glide door hinges
One piece seamless oven liner
Fully sealed oven
Moulded side oven racks
Cavity cooling and cool door system

4 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
Removable roof guard
Easy glide door hinges
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Moulded side oven racks
Cavity cooling system

60 cm Fan forced oven

7 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
Removable roof guard
Easy glide door hinges
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Moulded side oven racks
Cavity cooling system

60 cm Multifunction oven

60 cm Multifunction self cleaning
pyrolytic oven

9 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Wipe clean enamel interior 
LED temperature display
LED 24hr program timer
LED function display
Auto temperature display
Retractable control knob
Removable roof guard
Easy glide door hinges
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Chromed steel oven racks
Cavity cooling system

60 cm Multifunction oven

INBUILT OVENS
G E O M E T R Y  AT  W O R K  
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BAO6011-P2

BAO9038-P

BAO7006-P

BAO6008-P

4 Functions Top oven
9 Functions Main oven
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
Easy glide door hinges
Triple glazed removable oven door
One piece seamless oven liner
Cavity cooling system
Chromed steel oven racks

Top oven: 4 functions • Capacity 36 litres

Main oven: 9 functions • Capacity 60 litres

9 Functions
Mirror glass and mark free stainless steel fi nish
Giant 75 litre oven capacity
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
LED temperature display
Removable roof guard
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Chromed steel oven racks
Cavity cooling system

60 cm Multifunction Side-opening Oven

60 cm Double Oven

9 Functions
Mark free stainless steel fi nish
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
Easy glide door hinges
Triple glazed door 
One piece seamless oven liner
Cavity cooling system
Chromed steel oven racks
Rotisserie 

90 cm Multifunction Oven

9 Functions
Mark free stainless steel fi nish
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED 24hr program timer
Easy glide door hinges
Removable roof guard
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Chromed steel oven racks
Cavity cooling system
Rotisserie 

70 cm Multifunction Oven

INBUILT OVENS
G E O M E T R Y  AT  W O R K  
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BAO4636-P

BAWD1401-P

BAO6035-P

BAWD2902-P

Mark free stainless steel
6 heat levels plus MAX
Adjustable temperature (up to 70 ° C)
Accommodate 12 place setting
Maximum load: 25kg

10 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED temperature display
LED 24hr program timer
LED function display
Touch control operation
Easy glide door hinges
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Chrome steel oven racks
Cavity cooling system

46 cm Touch Control Multifunction Oven

29 cm high Warming drawer

Mark free stainless steel
3 heat levels
Adjustable temperature (up to 85 ° C)
Accommodate 6 place setting
Maximum load: 25kg

14 cm high Warming drawer

10 Functions
Mark free stainless steel
Wipe clean enamel interior
LED temperature display
LED function display
LED 24hr program timer
Touch control operation
Easy glide door hinges
Fully sealed oven
Triple glazed door with full inner door glass
One piece seamless oven liner
Chromed steel oven racks
Cavity cooling system 

60 cm Touch Control Multifunction Oven

INBUILT OVENS + WARMING DRAWERS
G E O M E T R Y  AT  W O R K  
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BACG6030-P

BACG7532-P

BACG7531-P

BACG9033-P

New unique design
Stainless steel
16 MJ high powered triple fl ame wok 
burner
Dual controlled wok burner for fi ne 
simmer or maximum power
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill
catchment area

New unique design
Stainless steel
16 MJ high powered triple fl ame wok burner
Dual controlled wok burner for fi ne simmer or 
maximum power
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill
catchment area

60 cm Four Burner Gas Cooktop

Flush line design
Stainless steel
16 MJ high powered triple fl ame wok burner 
Dual controlled wok burner for fi ne simmer 
or maximum power
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill 
catchment area

75 cm Flushline Five Burner Gas Cooktop

New unique design
Stainless steel
16 MJ high powered triple fl ame wok 
burner
Dual controlled wok burner for fi ne 
simmer or maximum power
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill
catchment area 

70 cm Five Burner Gas Cooktop

90 cm Five Burner Gas Cooktop

GAS COOKTOPS
G E O M E T R Y  AT  W O R K  
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BACG3034-P

BACG3035-P

BACE3036-P

Microwave power: 900W
Grill power: 1200W
Mirror glass fi nish
Stainless steel interior 
LED display & clock fully programable 
99min 99sec timer
Electronic push button controls
Child safety lock
16 functions,10 power levels
Oven capacity: 25 litres

OPTIONAL TRIMKIT – BTK2325

New unique design
Stainless steel
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill 
catchment area
Optional joining strip available - PJS

30 cm Two Burner Gas Cooktop

New unique design
Stainless steel
16 MJ high powered triple fl ame wok burner
Dual controlled wok burner for fi ne simmer or max power
Flame failure safety device
Cast iron trivets with rubber feet
Automatic under knob electronic ignition
High quality alloy burner system
Convenient front controls
One piece easy wipe surface with spill catchment area
Optional joining strip available - PJS

2 hyper speed zones
Stainless steel frame
Tough ceran glass surface
Spill catchment area
Residual heat indicators
Convenient front controls
Optional joining strip available - PJS

30 cm Wok Burner Cooktop

30 cm Two Hyperspeed Zone Ceramic Hob

Microwave power: 900W
Grill power: 1000W
Mirror glass fi nish
Stainless steel interior 
LED display & clock, fully programable
99min 99sec timer
Electronic push button controls
Child safety lock
14 functions, 10 power levels
Oven capacity: 23 litres

OPTIONAL TRIMKIT – BTK2325

23 Litre Microwave Oven with Grill

25 Litre Convection Microwave 
Oven with Grill

COOKTOPS + MICROWAVES
G E O M E T R Y  AT  W O R K  

BAM3000

BAMW2531-P

BAMW2330-P

Microwave power: 900W
Grill power: 1000W
Stainless steel interior & exterior 
LED display & clock fully programable 
99min 99sec timer
Electronic push button controls
Child safety lock
7 functions,11 power levels
Oven capacity: 30 litres

OPTIONAL TRIMKIT – BTK30

30 Litre Convection Microwave 
Oven with Grill
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90 cm Dual Fuel Upright Cooker

Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill

BAF9006.2

Oven features:

Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door

Full inner glass door

LED 24hr program timer

Chrome steel oven racks 

Rotisserie

Large usable oven capacity

Cooktop features:

Five burner gas hob with triple fl ame wok burner

Automatic under knob ignition

Heavy duty cast iron trivets

One piece easy clean surface 

Flame failure safety system

Zero Side Clearance

All Baumatic upright cookers are built 

using the latest technology and are 

superior in design. These upright cookers 

maintain cool operating temperatures that 

allows you to install the cooker with no 

gaps on each side for a perfect fi t.

Class A Energy Rating

The European Union enforce energy ratings 

for all upright cookers, the highest energy 

effi ciency rating attainable is Class A.  The 

Baumatic upright cookers have been tested 

and have received the Class A energy rating.

Flame Failure Safety System Large Oven CapacityTriple Glazed Door

UPRIGHT COOKERS
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90 cm Dual Fuel Double Oven Upright Cooker
Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill
 

90 cm All Electric Upright Cooker
Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill

BAF9007.2

BAF9008.2

Oven features:

Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door
Full inner glass door
LED 24hr program timer
Rotisserie
Chrome steel oven racks
Large usable oven capacity

Cooktop features:
Five zone hyper speed electric ceran cooktop 
Three extended zones
Residual heat indicators 

Oven features:
Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door
Full inner glass door
LED 24hr program timer
Rotisserie
Chrome steel oven racks
Large usable twin oven capacity

Cooktop features:
Five burner gas hob with triple fl ame wok burner
Automatic under knob ignition
Heavy duty cast iron trivets
One piece easy clean surface
Flame failure safety system

main oven second oven

UPRIGHT COOKERS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Stainless Steel Splashback : GESB9001.1

Complete your Baumatic rangehood and upright package with an 
optional stainless steel splashback.
Height = 700mm
Width = 900mm

Griddle Plate : BT/GRID

Turns your cooktop into a fl exible cooking utensil.
Place over the centre burner on a 90cm gas cooktop, or over two 
individual gas burners allowing for two different levels of heat. 
Suitable for all cooking theatres with gas cooktops and all inbuilt   
gas cooktops.

Pizza Stone : PIZZA60 or PIZZA90

Versatile pizza stone for upright cookers and inbuilt ovens.  
Made from selected fi red clay, dried and heated at 1315ºC.
 Ideal for bread or patisserie style cooking



BAF6001

BAF7002

BAF9003

60 cm Dual Fuel Upright Cooker
Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill

Oven features:
Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door
Full inner glass door
Wipe clean, non-porous enamel oven cavity
LED 24hr program timer
Rotisserie
Telescopic oven safety shelves
Storage drawer
Large usable oven capacity

Cooktop features:
Four burner gas hob with triple fl ame wok burner
Automatic under knob ignition
Flame failure safety device
Heavy duty cast iron trivets
One piece easy clean surface      

70 cm Dual Fuel Upright Cooker
Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill

Oven features:
Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door
Full inner glass door
Wipe clean, non-porous enamel oven cavity
LED 24hr program timer
Rotisserie
Telescopic oven safety shelves
Storage drawer
Large usable oven capacity

Cooktop features:
Five burner gas hob with triple fl ame wok burner
Automatic under knob ignition
Flame failure safety device
Heavy duty cast iron trivets
One piece easy clean surface      

90 cm Dual Fuel Upright Cooker
Electric 10 Multifunction Oven and Grill

Oven features:
Stainless steel framed, triple glazed door
Full inner glass door
Wipe clean, non-porous enamel oven cavity
LED 24hr program timer
Rotisserie
Telescopic oven safety shelves
Storage drawer
Large usable oven capacity

Cooktop features:
Five burner gas hob with triple fl ame wok and fi sh burner
Automatic under knob ignition
Flame failure safety device
Heavy duty cast iron trivets
One piece easy clean surface      

UPRIGHT COOKERS
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CERAMIC + INDUCTION COOKTOPS

Four radiant zones
Frameless design
Tough ceran glass surface
Residual heat indicators
Side control knob operation

BA10

60 cm Ceramic Electric Cooktop

Four hyper speed zones including dual zone
Stainless steel designer wrap around frame
Tough ceran glass surface
Child safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Pre-heat function
Electronic 99 minute timer
Side touch control operation

BA15.2SS

60 cm Ceramic Electric Cooktop

Four radiant zones
Frameless design
Tough ceran glass surface
Child safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Pre-heat function
Electronic 99 minute timer
Side touch control operation

BA13.2

60 cm Ceramic Electric Cooktop

Four hyper speed zones including one dual
zone and one extended zone
Stainless steel designer wrap around frame
Tough ceran glass surface
Child safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Pre-heat function
Electronic 99 minute timer
Convenient front touch control operation

BA16.2SS

77 cm Ceramic Electric Cooktop

Four hyper speed zones including two 
dual zones
Stainless steel wrap around frame
Unique inline zone design
Tough ceran glass surface
Child safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Pre-heat function
Electronic 99 minute timer
Convenient front touch control operation

BACE9001

90 cm Ceramic Electric Cooktop

Four induction cooking zones, with booster feature 
on large cooking zone
Four independent induction generators
Bevelled edge
Tough ceran glass surface
Auto pan detection
Child safety lock
Residual heat indicators
Electronic 99 minute timer
Front touch control operation & electronic timer
7 kW maximum power

BA24.3

60 cm Induction Electric Cooktop
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RANGEHOODS + CANOPIES

BAH6018

60 cm Slideout Rangehood

Stainless steel rail with white underside  

Twin centrifugal motors 

440 m3/hr drawing capacity

3 speed slide control

Twin incandescent lighting

2 framed metallic grease fi lters 

BAH9033

90 cm Slideout Rangehood

Stainless steel rail with black underside

Single centrifugal motor

385 m3/hr drawing capacity

2 speed slide control

Twin round halogen lighting

1 framed metallic grease fi lter  

60 cm Wall Canopy
70 cm Wall Canopy

Stainless steel fi nish

High extraction tangential motor

700 m3/hr drawing capacity

3 speed, push button controls

2 framed metallic grease fi lters

Twin round halogen lighting 

Stainless steel fl ue extensions available

BAH9007

90 cm Wall Canopy

Stainless steel fi nish

High extraction tangential motor

700 m3/hr drawing capacity

3 speed, push button controls

3 framed metallic grease fi lters

Twin round halogen lighting 

Stainless steel fl ue extensions available
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BAH6008
BAH7006

BHH5600
BHH8000

56 cm Undermount Rangehood
80 cm Undermount Rangehood
Stainless steel fi nish  
Single tangential motor 
600 m3/hr drawing capacity
3 speed electronic optical controls
Automatic shut off timer
Clean fi lter warning
Twin square halogen lighting
2 framed anti-grease grease fi lters with 
stainless steel grill

BAH6019

60 cm Slideout Rangehood

Stainless steel rail with white underside  

Single tangential motor 

700 m3/hr drawing capacity

3 speed electronic control

Twin round halogen lighting

2 framed metallic grease fi lters 



DESIGNER SERIES : CANOPIES

BHH9034

90 cm Wall Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

4 speed electronic optical controls

Automatic shut off timer

Clean fi lter warning

3 framed anti grease fi lters with 

stainless steel grill

White neon lighting

Night illuminating panel

BHH9035

90 cm Wall Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish
Single tangential fi nish
800 m3/hr drawing capacity
4 speed electronic optical controls
3 framed anti-grease fi lters with 
stainless steel grill
Clean fi lter warning
White neon lighting
Automatic shut off timer
Night illumination panel

BHH9027G

90 cm Glass Wall Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish with 

curved glass smoke visor

Twin square halogen lighting

Single tangential motor

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

4 speed electronic optical controls

Automatic shut off timer

Clean fi lter warning

2 framed metallic grease fi lters

BHH9028

90 cm Wall Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish

Twin square halogen lighting

Single tangential motor

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

4 speed electronic optical controls

3 framed anti-grease fi lter with 

stainless steel grill

BHH9029G

90 cm Glass Wall Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish with 
tempered glass smoke visor
Twin square halogen lighting
Single tangential motor
800 m3/hr drawing capacity
4 speed electronic optical controls
Automatic shut off timer
Clean fi lter warning
2 framed anti-grease fi lters with 
stainless steel grill

Markfree stainless steel fi nish
Single tangential motor
800 m3/hr drawing capacity
Advanced perimeter suction
Sound absorption panel
4 speed electronic optical controls
with LED screen
Automatic shut off timer
Clean fi lter warning
3 round halogen lights
2 framed metallic grease fi lters

BAH9031-P

90 cm Chimney hood
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Superior stainless steel fi nish

Single tangential motor

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

Advanced perimeter extraction

Sound absorption panel

4 speed electronic optical controls

with LED screen 

Automatic shut off timer

Clean fi lter warning

Four halogen lights

1 Framed metallic grease fi lter

BAH4030-P

40 cm Island hood

BHH9029G-IS

90 cm Glass Island Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish with 

tempered glass smoke visor

Twin square halogen lighting

Single tangential motor

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

4 speed electronic optical controls

Automatic shut off timer

Clean fi lter warning

2 framed anti-grease fi lters with 

stainless steel grill

BHH9034-IS

90 cm Island Canopy

Superior stainless steel fi nish

800 m3/hr drawing capacity

4 speed electronic optical controls

Automatic shut off timer

Clean fi lter warning

3 framed anti grease fi lters with 

stainless steel grill

White neon lighting

Night illuminating panel

DESIGNER SERIES : ISLAND CANOPIES
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ACCESSORIES

Charcoal fi lters enable effective fi ltering 
of recirculated air back into your kitchen. 

Available for all Baumatic Rangehoods.

Flue cover extensions enable effective 
Rangehood installation for ceilings of all heights.

Available for all Baumatic Canopies.



DISHWASHERS + COFFEE MACHINES

Mark free stainless steel door
Twelve place settings
Seven wash programs
Four wash temperatures
Concealed control panel
LED function & time display on front door panel
Half load function
Delay timer
Concealed heating element
Convection dry
Self cleaning stainless steel micro fi lter
Anti leak & anti fl ood water safety device
Pex durable hoses

BAD6002
60 cm Freestanding Dishwasher

Integrate to match cabinetry 
Twelve place settings
Turbo condenser drying
Seven wash programs
Four wash temperatures
Concealed control panel
Half load function
Delay timer
Concealed heating element
Anti leak & anti fl ood water safety device
Self cleaning stainless steel micro fi lter
Pex durable hoses

BAD6003

60 cm Fully Integrated Dishwasher

Mark free stainless steel
Push button control operation
Filter suitable for pods, ground coffee or loose-leaf tea
Coffee regulation – extra strong / normal / weak
Steam spout for frothing milk or heating water 
Pull-out storage compartment for accessories
Separate boiler and pump for coffee making & steam
Coffee pump pressure = 15 bar
Steam pump pressure = 2.5 bar
Removable 2 litres capacity water tank
Water softener for water fi ltration
Empty water tank warning LED light
Reaching temperature LED indicator
Safety stop operation on pumps
Removable drip tray for ease of cleaning
Suitable for plumbing in
OPTIONAL PLUMBKIT:  BAPK6001

BAEC2SS

60 cm Espresso Coffee Machine

14 Place settings
8 Functions
4 Wash temperatures
Half load
Electronic aqua stop 
Residual drying 
LCD Display and delay timer
Mark resistant coating
Concealed heating element
Self cleaning Stainless Steel micro fi lter 
Anti leak device + anti fl ood device
Height adjustable upper basket 
Collapsible plate racks 
Adjustable feet
 

BFD67ISS

60 cm Freestanding Dishwasher

Mark resistant coating with central mirror glass
Touch control operation
Filter suitable for pods, ground coffee or loose-leaf tea
Steam spout for frothing milk 
Hot water dispensing spout for tea or instant coffee
Pull-out storage compartment for accessories
Separate boiler and pump for coffee making & steam
Coffee pump pressure = 15 bar
Removable 1.8 litres capacity water tank
Water softener for water fi ltration
Empty water tank warning LED light
Reaching temperature LED indicator
Safety stop operation on pumps
Removable drip tray for ease of cleaning
Plumb-kit is standard allowing unit to be plumbed in
Water tank can be manually fi lled

BAEC2SS.2

60cm Semi Automatic Coffee Machine
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BAO6003-P, BAO6005-P, BA6009-P and BAO6035-P : 15 AMP PLUG
BAO6001-P : 10 AMP PLUG

 BAO6011-P : 15 AMP PLUG BAO7006-P : 15 AMP PLUG

BAO9038-P : 15 AMP PLUG BAO6008-P : HARD WIRED 30 AMP BAO4636-P : 15 AMP PLUG
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For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - INBUILT OVENS
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For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.
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BACG9033-P : 10 AMP PLUGBACG7531-P : 10 AMP PLUG

BACG3035-P : 10 AMP PLUGBACG3034-P : 10 AMP PLUG

BACG6030-P : 10 AMP PLUG

BACG7532-P : 10 AMP PLUG
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - GAS COOKTOPS



BA24.3 : HARD WIRED 32 AMP
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BA13.2 : HARD WIRED 25 AMP
BA15.2SS : HARD WIRED 30 AMP

BA16.2SS : HARD WIRED 30 AMP
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BACE9001 : HARD WIRED 30 AMP

BA10 : HARD WIRED 25 AMP

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - ELECTRIC COOKTOPS

For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.
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BACE3036-P : HARD WIRED 15 AMP
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For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.

BAF6001 + BAF7002 + BAF9003 : 15 AMP PLUG
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BAF9006.2 + BAF9007.2 : 15 AMP PLUG
BAF9008.2 : HARDWIRED 50 AMP
OPTIONAL STAINLESS STEEL KICK PANEL : GEKP9004

BAM3000 : 10 AMP PLUG
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - UPRIGHT COOKERS + MICROWAVES



BAD6003 : 10 AMP PLUG
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BAD6002 + BFD671SS : 10 AMP PLUG
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For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.

WARMING DRAWERS, COFFEE MACHINES + DISHWASHERS

BAEC2SS.2 : 10 AMP PLUG
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1080 max
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For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.

BAH6018 : FLUE OUTLET - 120MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0107

BAH9033 BHH5600 + BHH8000 : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
                                       CARBON FILTER - GECF0116

BHH9028 : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE9602

BAH9007 + BAH6008 + BAH7006 : FLUE OUTLET - 120MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0108
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE1202
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BHH9029G : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE9602

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS : ALL RANGEHOODS AND CANOPIES COME WITH A 10 AMP PLUG
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BAH6019 : FLUE OUTLET - 120MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0108

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - RANGEHOODS + CANOPIES



For full installation requirements, including ventilation for cabinetry, please refer to user and installation manual found with the product or on our website.

BHH9027G : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE9604

BHH9034 : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE9602

BHH9034 - IS : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE1200

BHH9035 : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE9605

BHH9029G-IS : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0113
FLUE COVER EXTENSION - GEFE1200

max. 
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 /
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3

please note:
a minimum

2500mm
ceiling height
is required for

this hood, giving an
allowance of 650mm

clearance above
cooktop burners.

400400

BAH4030-P : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0114

BAH9031-P : FLUE OUTLET - 150MM
CARBON FILTER - GECF0114

29

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS : ALL RANGEHOODS AND CANOPIES COME WITH A 10 AMP PLUG

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - RANGEHOODS + CANOPIES
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